
 

 

August 7, 2014 

 

Via Facsimile 

 

Eric Holder 

United States Attorney General 

U.S. Department of Justice 

950 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20530 

 

Dear U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder: 

 

 Time and again, to no avail, I’ve beseeched your office and sub units to address 

the troubling matters of organized criminal activities and the “busting out”/ “Bankruptcy 

Rings” who are looting major companies of America’s interstate commerce. 

 

 In our eToys case, confessions to lying under oath at least 33 times are archived. 

Congressional mandates for offending parties of MNAT & Paul Traub’s law firms, along 

with Barry Gold, to be removed are ignored (disqualification per Section 327(a) has been 

ubiquitously affirmed by In re Middleton Arms (6th Cir 1994)). Your Department of 

Justice staff continue to treat the offenders as if they’re Above the Law. Matt Taibbi 

(admittedly being prodded by me) addressed 2 of the cases of Stage Stores and Kay Bee 

Toys. MNAT represents Kay Bee of the $83 million that Michael Glazer paid Bain 

Capital; and Paul Traub asked to be Michael Glazer/Bain’s prosecutor. 

 

DOJ attorney Mark Kenney had evidences of fraud stricken from Kay Bee’s case record! 

 

 It wasn’t until 2007 that we learned that the United States Attorney in Delaware 

(Colm Connolly) was a former partner of the MNAT law firm (that represents both Bain 

Capital and Goldman Sachs). When we then reported this obvious conflict to the Los 

Angeles Public Corruption Task Force, career federal agents were (reportedly) threatened 

and the corruption unit was Shut Down! (See “Shake-up roils federal prosecutors”). 

 

 Though some of these events have transpired prior to your arrival, the continuous 

sophisticated, material adverse harms proceed without remorse or relent currently. In the 

same manner the parties perverted the Delaware bankruptcy cases of FAO Schwartz, Kay 

Bee and eToys; MNAT surreptitiously hand-pick its cohort in crime (Paul Traub’s firm) to 

prosecute Goldman Sachs in the New York Supreme Court case 601805/2002. This case 

has now closed with the bandits handing the millions of dollars remaining to one another 

– celebrating their criminal enterprising success! 

 

 Your more recent statement in May 2014 that you “intend to reaffirm the principle 

that no individual or entity that does harm to our economy is ever above the law” did 

then conclude with the remarks “There is no such thing as ‘too big to jail’”; 

 

Concerning the issues Romney, Bain Cap. & Goldman Sachs – your promise fails! 



 

 

 Wherefore, I’m compelled to put your office on notice that willful blindness, be it 

issues of ineptitude or arbitrary/capricious efforts, Civil Right violations by “Color of 

Law”; they are violating the sacrosanct mandates of justice inexplicably and intolerably. 

 

Robert Alber, an eToys shareholder, had to shoot/kill career criminal Michael 

Sesseyoff, in Kingman, Arizona, in 2010 (after his life was threatened – when he turned 

down a bribe to let the RICO gang get away with it all). Larry Reynolds laundered $12 

Billion, in Vegas, while being under various federal investigations; and also inside the 

Witness Protect Program. As alarming as these issues are, the fact that Marty Lackner 

was involved in the Tom Petters Ponzi and he was the brother of J. Lackner, is even more 

disturbing.  

 

J. Lackner was the Minnesota Assistant U.S. Attorney former head of the Crime Division! 

 

 Now I’m warned that they will never let these cases go to trial and told I should 

know that – if John (Jack) Wheeler isn’t safe; then no one is. Though that may be true 

and the reality is that yours truly is insignificant no one will likely miss. The issue 

germane is the manifest injustice laying waste to integrity of judicial & federal process! 

 

Please reaffirm your promise as valid; and take the silver platter of proof I’m providing? 

 

 Otherwise, if you don’t do the job – immediately, by first acknowledging receipt 

of this faxed letter and that you’ve engaged adequate personnel to address these serious, 

nationally significant, troubling matters of racketeering and federal corruption; 

 

then, my only other choice, is to seek to have the courts ORDER you to do so! 

 

 Our nation was deprived of a legitimate election process when Mitt Romney stole 

the Republican nomination (as admitted in his film) and lied upon his Federal Election 

Campaign OGE 278 Finance Form. His need for “retroactivity” coincides to racketeering 

of The Learning Company, Stage Stores, Kay Bee & eToys. Colm Connolly was an 

MNAT partner from 1999 to August 2001; then Connolly became the U.S. Attorney in 

Delaware. He buried the cases investigations and /or prosecution for seven years. 

 

 These are facts, true and matters that I’ve testified to, many times before, and do 

affirm Under Penalty of Perjury before you here – today. Thus the gravity of my remarks 

are established. All that remains is – whether or not – you care about the gravamen. Are 

parties such as Mitt Romney, Bain Capital & Goldman Sachs – too big to jail? 

 

 

      Sincerely yours, 

 

      /s/ Laser S. Haas (Victim of Racketeering) 

      Laser.haas@yahoo.com 

      323-214-6527  
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